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I. INTRODUCTION

Larry Ribstein was blessed with an amazingly creative mind and with it he worked hard to develop a large number of generative ideas. Among his many intellectual strengths, Larry had a delightful ability to take another’s argument, turn it on its side, and deliver it back to the author with new possibilities for scholarship. With Larry’s spirit of intellectual generosity, we hope to do the same here, using his jurisdicitional competition ideas. In particular, we consider the extent to which Larry’s insights on jurisdictional competition can help to resolve controversies surrounding international investment law, through bilateral investment treaties (“BITs”) and investment contracts.

Larry’s insights regarding jurisdictional competition were particularly strong. Building on prior work in the area, Larry wrote a series of articles and a book highlighting the importance of choice of law for sparking jurisdictional competition among governments for laws desired by private parties, in particular contracting parties. In essence, contracting parties utilize a number of means for maximizing their joint gains to transacting, including choosing the law and other rules that best serve their private interests.

In *The Law Market*, Ribstein and O’Hara provided a framework for thinking about jurisdictional competition for governing law in which private parties on the demand side shop for governing laws supplied by states. Those governing laws included rules for regulating and for otherwise helping the parties to order their conduct and relationships. Through courts, the states also acted as neutral arbiters in cases where the parties sought conflict resolution, and in these cases, the courts issued

2. See generally O’HARA & RIBSTEIN, supra note 1, at 66–73.
3. Id. at 66.
4. See generally id. at 65–84.
choice-of-law decisions that could be influenced by the parties’ contract. For better or worse, jurisdictional competition can force states to become price takers in the market for law, with the result that many legal rules intended to be mandatory effectively become default rules.5 Put differently, the desire to attract or at least retain assets, jobs, talent, and tax base can cause states to allow parties to opt out of local law. In the end, however, the states choose whether to enforce the parties’ choice of law.

In *The Law Market*, Ribstein and O’Hara focused on describing the jurisdictional competition phenomenon in positive terms, and then determining which governmental institutions within the United States were best situated to make decisions about whether private parties should be permitted to opt out of governing laws. Specifically, in hard cases, the legal question typically pits competing interest groups against one another, with exit-affected groups pushing for private choice, and some domestic interests pushing for maximal retention of the influence of domestic laws and regulations. The authors proposed a federal choice-of-law statute designed to help ensure that these competing interests would have maximal representation in the choice-of-law decision. From this perspective, the choice-of-law decision is better housed in legislatures than in courts. Legislative decisions also promote clearer rule making than current judicial treatment of the enforcement of choice-of-law clauses, and that clarity would provide valued predictability for private parties. Furthermore, other sovereigns would be more likely to respect the wishes of a state with clear legislative determinations on the matter. Finally, clear rules would enable the law market to function more efficiently. To facilitate this institutional shift, O’Hara and Ribstein’s proposed federal statute provided that choice-of-law clauses were to be enforced unless the state legislature provided otherwise. In addition to promoting the benefits stated above, the proposed statute would place a thumb on the scale in favor of enforcement of choice-of-law clauses, which could serve to facilitate the law market.

In this Article, we hope to extend the law market framework while adapting it to jurisdictional competition for international investment. Our aim is to find insights for the legal treatment of BITs and investor-state contracts, a topic unexplored in *The Law Market*. Because states actively seek to attract foreign investment through a variety of legal and economic incentives, the law market framework should provide an especially useful lens through which to view foreign investment law. States clearly compete to provide legal mechanisms that are appealing to foreign investors—including through BITs and foreign investment contracts. But the effects on the law market go deeper than these instruments. BITs and investment contracts make it easier for commercial activities and assets to cross national borders, which means that those instruments enhance global asset mobility. This mobility is key to the functioning of the law market more generally. Put differently, enhanced foreign in-

5.  *See id.* at 15.
vestment increases jurisdictional competition pressures on the state to provide more appealing commercial laws across the board.

Although we are not the first to identify this connection between jurisdictional competition and foreign investment law, we believe that we are the first to give the topic sustained attention. Typically, authors view jurisdictional competition either as a normative good or bad. For the former group, international investment instruments presumably should be promoted and interpreted as broadly as possible to continue to foster this jurisdictional competition. For the latter group, international investment instruments presumably should be eliminated, scaled back, and/or interpreted as narrowly as possible to enable states to serve other important domestic interests.

In the spirit of The Law Market, we instead focus on how best to ensure that all interests, exit-affected and otherwise, can participate in state commitments regarding foreign investment. As in The Law Market, we take this approach recognizing that jurisdictional competition for foreign investment is neither wholly good nor bad, as an objective matter. Although many states work to attract foreign investment, it is reasonable to conclude that, in general, sovereigns strive to do this at the least possible cost to their sovereign authority. The questions regarding a state’s demand for foreign investment and willingness to pay for that investment with constraints on governmental authority is a function of the balance of interests within each state, which will differ across states. Thus, the best way for each state to determine its optimal tradeoff is to adopt mechanisms that promote participation by affected interests.

Foreign investment often implicates obligations that result from BITs negotiated by two nations’ governments. In BITs, each state agrees

6. To put it otherwise, scholars take positions on whether jurisdictional competition leads to a race to the top or to the bottom.
7. For example, to support his conclusions that Most-Favored-Nation provisions should be interpreted as broadly as possible, Schill argues, in part:
The policies underlying investment treaties further justify the broadening of MFN treatment to include the host State’s broader consent to investor-State dispute settlement. Their object and purpose consist in promoting and protecting foreign investment, often with a particular focus on directing investment flows into developing countries. A crucial factor to this objective is the protection of foreign investors by ensuring the stability and predictability of their investment activities and their investment-related rights. Above all, the enforcement of BITs’ substantive obligations helps to transform mere statements of political intent into enforceable rights. Giving foreign investors recourse to investor-State arbitration therefore adds to promoting foreign investment flows and achieving the purpose of investment treaties.
9. See O’HARA & RIBSTEIN, supra note 1, at 12 (conceding that it is very difficult to determine how much constraint on law market freedoms is appropriate).
10. We set aside here the possibility that some constraints are essentially political in nature, as when political conservatives tie the hands of the government to raise tax rates or regulate industry conduct. This too could be a result of interest group competition.
to grant certain rights and protections to investors from the other state.\(^\text{11}\) Commonly, BITs empower foreign investors to sue the host state for failure to abide by its promises.\(^\text{12}\) In addition, some foreign investment takes place only after a contract is formed between a host state and the foreign investor.\(^\text{13}\) In that investor/state contract, or “investment contract,” the state agrees to provide certain protections to the investor, often in return for the investor taking on certain obligations regarding its conduct within the nation.\(^\text{14}\) The investment contract could simply involve this exchange of obligations as a prerequisite either to the investor gaining permission to do business in the state or to the investor’s willingness to make an investment, or both.\(^\text{15}\) The investment contract can also be concluded as part of a transaction where the investor receives a concession or agrees to provide some good or service to the state.\(^\text{16}\)

To a significant degree, the state’s dilemma here is similar to that presented in *The Law Market*. States seeking to attract assets and other investments compete with one another to create legal environments that are desired by the investors. One desired rule is a commitment not to impose costly regulations on the investor. These commitments, however, can hamper efforts by domestic interests in the state to obtain laws that benefit them. Consider, for example, domestic pressures to protect air or water quality, or to raise the minimum wage. As a result, some domestic interest groups will pressure the government to provide laws that are less desirable to the mobile investors. The degree to which a state is willing to compete in the law market will turn on the relative balance of power between these competing interest groups. Treating the legal issues surrounding foreign investment might therefore benefit from an institutional analysis akin to that used in *The Law Market*.

The role of the state differs in the context of international investment, however, for several reasons, which will require a modification of the law market framework. First, in *The Law Market*, O’Hara and Ribstein did not fully consider state efforts to constrain legal reforms as a


\(^{12}\) Id.


\(^{14}\) Id. at 322.


device for attracting the mobile. In the international investment context, states often sign BITs with other states that can severely limit a state’s ability to respond to competing domestic interests. In addition, unlike in The Law Market context, BITs typically take legal questions out of the hands of state courts and place them into the hands of arbitral tribunals. Some choices of arbitration forum carry with them a choice to opt out of state law and into international law principles for purposes of determining the scope of the state’s BIT obligations; by placing the ultimate determination in the hands of external arbitrators, the state loses its ability to fine-tune its legal incentives through interpretation of domestic laws.

Second, The Law Market only considered situations where private parties entered contracts, but foreign investment often involves states as contracting parties. The state’s contract provides it with an additional mechanism to make commitments in return for foreign investment. In investment contracts, states often undertake different obligations than those undertaken in the BIT, for a variety of reasons, raising questions about how to accommodate potentially contradictory promises. In particular, does the BIT, the contract, or some combination of the two best reflect the state’s judgment about how to resolve the tension between attracting investment and retaining the sovereign authority to address other domestic interests?

Third, the institutional design questions differ in the foreign investment context, at least in those circumstances where states commit to allow independent arbitrators to resolve their disputes with investors. In the law market context, choice-of-law questions were determined either by courts or legislatures. In the foreign investment context, the state’s statements about the governing rules are formed through legislative and executive decisions, with domestic courts playing little or no role. From an institutional perspective, then, resolving tensions between investment contracts and BITs can require a comparative institutional analysis between the executive and the legislative branches of government. But given that nation states differ significantly in their governmental structures, even this comparison will not work for all involved states.

Although BITs have been very popular in the last thirty years, they have recently been heavily criticized. Specifically, states, nongovernmental organizations (“NGOs”), and scholars have begun to question whether it makes sense for states to continue to sign BITs given their potential liabilities and the threat BITs pose to effective sovereign authority. A
few states have decided that the marginal contribution to investment does not justify the costs of treaty commitments; these states are either walking away from prior treaty commitments or at least refusing to continue to agree to potentially far-reaching concessions in future BITs.19 At the same time, and in part in light of the BITs controversy, a number of important issues have arisen in recent years regarding BIT interpretation and the interplay between BITs and investment contracts. We believe that a modified law market framework carries the promise of reshaping the debate toward one of how best to accommodate competing interests. This more neutral approach could lead to a watering down of foreign investment instruments at the margin, but it could prevent states from walking away from BITs and international arbitration.

We adapt the conceptual structure provided in *The Law Market* to help evaluate the claims of states, investors, arbitrators, scholars, and other active participants in the debate over the appropriate interpretation of foreign investment instruments. Part II provides background information about the growth of BITs as well as the multiple mechanisms that states use to make commitments designed to attract foreign investment. It also identifies some of the thorny interpretation questions that surround BITs and investment contracts. Part III explores the role of BIT umbrella clauses and offers a way for states to use a combination of umbrella clauses, treaty reservations, and investment contract provisions to most effectively fine-tune investment incentives. We also provide a preliminary discussion of the potential implications of our analysis for other BIT and contract provisions.

II. THE RISE OF THE BIT AND ITS INTERPLAY WITH INVESTMENT CONTRACTS

This Part provides a brief description of the rise of BITs over time in Section A and then situates BITs in the menu of state foreign investment commitment mechanisms in Section B. Section C then explains some of the BIT interpretation issues that have arisen in investment arbitration. Underlying these interpretation issues is the basic controversy

---

19. Russia, for example, has withdrawn from the Energy Charter Treaty; Ecuador has withdrawn from the ICSID Convention and is seeking to narrow the scope of its dispute resolution obligations. In slight contrast, Australia has decided to continue to pursue investment treaties but has rejected the use of arbitration as a method of dispute settlement given efficiency concerns and the net value of treaties as being “oversold.” DEPT OF FOREIGN AFF. & TRADE, AUSTL. GOVT, GILLARD GOVERNMENT TRADE POLICY STATEMENT: TRADING OUR WAY TO MORE JOBS AND PROSPERITY 14 (2011), available at http://www.acci.asn.au/getattachment/b9d3cfae-fc0c-4c2a-a3df-3f58228daf6d/Gillard-Government-Trade-Policy-Statement.aspx; Leon E. Trakman, *The ICSID Under Siege*, 45 CORNELL INT’L L.J. 603, 650 (2013); *see also infra* note 27 and accompanying text.
over BITs and the question of whether BITs, on the whole and as interpreted, unduly hinder sovereign authority.

A. The Rise of the BIT

States turned to BITs after several failed attempts to use international vehicles to create shared global understanding about the law of international investment and the rights of foreign investors. An attempt to form a multilateral agreement on international investment failed miserably,20 as did efforts to get the United Nations to come to an understanding about customary international law treatment of the meaning and content of expropriation.21 In addition, the International Court of Justice (“ICJ”) proved to be an unsatisfactory forum for clarifying and enforcing state obligations regarding foreign investor treatment for several reasons. To start, ICJ cases needed to be brought by the investor’s state, and the resulting diplomatic complications chilled prosecutions.22 Moreover, the ICJ rarely awards monetary damages; when it does, the ICJ awards the state—not the investor—damages, and collection can prove difficult.23 In a sense, then, law market pressures facilitated the rise of investor rights where traditional international law efforts arguably failed.

By the late 1950s it seemed clear that in order to effectively protect foreign investment, investors would need their own enforcement rights. In many instances, national courts were a poor forum for resolving investor claims. Often, investors did not trust the host state’s courts to render neutral decisions and/or doubted whether the host state’s courts had sufficient expertise or resources to adjudicate complex transnational disputes. Meanwhile, the host states did not wish to cede their sovereign authority to another nation’s courts.24 Thus, investors needed to be able to bring their claims in neutral and expert nonstate forums. In order to facilitate such dispute resolution, the World Bank formed the Interna-


23. FRANCK, supra note 18.

tional Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes ("ICSID"); its “primary purpose . . . is to provide facilities for conciliation and arbitration of international investment disputes."25 States signed on to this forum for dispute resolution through a multilateral treaty formed by the World Bank and opened for signature in 1965.26 Although the Convention provides basic rules of the road for ICSID arbitration, it does not by itself obligate states to participate in ICSID arbitration.27 Instead, member states can consent to be bound by ICSID arbitration in other documents, including BITs and investment contracts.28 Currently, 150 states are parties to the ICSID Convention,29 with Ecuador, Bolivia, and Venezuela acting as vocal dissenters.30 When states agree to ICSID arbitration, international law principles are used to resolve the parties’ dispute, and there is no designated place of arbitration.31 One consequence of this fact is that all ICSID member states have an obligation to help enforce the arbitration award, and no member state is permitted to decide that the award somehow violates its domestic laws.32

27. Id.
28. For a discussion of the circumstances under which host nations are willing to agree to submit to ICSID arbitration in their BITs, see generally Todd Allee & Clint Peinhard, Delegating Differences: Bilateral Investment Treaties and Bargaining Over Dispute Resolution Provisions, 54 Int’l Stud. Q UART. 1 (2010).
31. See Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes Between States and Nationals of Other States, art. 54(1) Mar. 18, 1965, 4 I.L.M. 524 [hereinafter ICSID Convention] (“Each Contracting State shall recognize an award rendered pursuant to this Convention as binding and enforce the pecuniary obligations imposed by that award within its territories as if it were a final judgment of a court in that State.”).
32. Id. at art. 54; see generally CHRISTOPH H. SCHREUER, THE ICSID CONVENTION: A COMMENTARY 1115–1120 (2d ed. 2009) (discussing how ICSID functions as a mechanism for the settlement of investor-host State disputes).
Other arbitral venues are sometimes chosen in BITs and investment contracts, including the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce, the International Chamber of Commerce, and *ad hoc* arbitration under the UNCITRAL rules.33 Arbitration awards rendered through any of these alternative means are likely enforceable under the New York Convention, which has over 145 signatories.34 New York Convention arbitration differs from ICSID arbitration in that there will be a place of arbitration, and the courts of that state have some, albeit limited, authority to vacate the arbitration award.35

State negotiation of BITs started at about the same time as the formation of the ICSID Convention, with the first BIT signed between Germany and Pakistan in 1959.36 BITs became increasingly common during the 1980s and 1990s as a mechanism for spurring growth in developing markets.37 By 1999, 1800 BITs were in force across the world. By 2010, that number had grown past 2600.38 The number of new BITs has slowed down in recent years, with a small number of states announcing an intention to back off the signing of new BITs.39 Nevertheless, states regularly negotiate a sizable number of BITs, and the current number of signed BITs worldwide exceeds 2800.40 The number of BIT disputes has also risen in recent years. In 1990, only one investment treaty arbitration had been conducted.41 To date, more than 300 awards have been issued.42

Alongside the growth of BITs, there has also been a massive increase in foreign investment. By 2012, the global total of foreign direct investment stock was estimated to be approximately $23 trillion,43 with

---

33. See Allee & Peinhardt, *supra* note 28, at 3–6 (identifying different types of dispute resolution options in treaties); Susan D. Franck, *Empirically Evaluating Claims about Investment Treaty Arbitration*, 86 N.C. L. REV. 1, 38–40 (2007) (discussing research about where claims have been brought); Yackee, *supra* note 15, at 908 (identifying different types of dispute resolution options in treaties).


35. *Id.* at 1547–57 (comparing enforcement procedures).


39. UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND DEV., *World Investment Report 2013: Global Value Chains: Investment and Trade for Development* (2013) (hereinafter UNCTAD, *WIR 2013*) (indicating that in the early 1990s around four IIAs were signed per week, whereas in the last three years, the average has dropped to one IIA per week).

40. FRANCK, *supra* note 18.

41. *Id.*

42. *Id.* (identifying that over 272 awards in 202 different cases were public by January 2012 and noting that, on average, about thirty awards are rendered every year).

approximately seventy percent of that investment subject to the protections of BIT treaties. Although it is not clear whether the investment causes the BITs or vice versa, it is clear that foreign investment opportunities would be considered substantial by any government.

BIT provisions vary, but all BITs contain rights that the signatory states each agree to provide to the other’s investors. Most commonly, BITs ensure national treatment (legal treatment on a par with what the nation provides to domestic investors) and most-favored nation (“MFN”) treatment (investors from the counterparty will receive protections granted in BITs the host state forms with other nations). In addition, BITs typically provide the investors with rights to the state’s full protection and security of foreign interests, rights to compensation in the event of state expropriation, and an unfettered right to transfer assets and profits out of the country.

BITs also ordinarily empower investors to sue the signatory state for breaches of the BIT, and modern BITs tend to include a dispute resolution provision which designates a forum for the resolution of investor-state treaty disputes. Common forums for dispute resolution include ICSID, the International Chamber of Commerce, and the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce. Some treaties provide for ad hoc arbitration (outside the auspices of arbitral institutions) using UNCITRAL arbitration rules. A few BITs require investors to bring their claims in domestic courts. BIT treaty provisions are typically interpreted and enforced using international law principles, but choice-of-law problems can arise. In this context, the choice is typically one between international law and the domestic law of the host state.

Over time, umbrella clauses also became common features of BITs. Where present, umbrella clauses serve to close gaps in BIT protections by separately stating that the state agrees to comply with its commitments. The language in umbrella clauses can vary, but often the
wording is vague and broad. For example, the clause might provide that each state shall maintain the obligations it has incurred with respect to “the covered investments.”54 Another common phrasing is that each state agrees to keep its “commitments concerning the investment.”55 Arbitral tribunals disagree over whether such umbrella clauses work to elevate investor-state breach of contract claims to treaty violations resolvable in the arbitral venues chosen in the applicable BIT.56 We return to this question in Part III.

Scholars debate whether, to what extent, and under what circumstances, the BITs successfully increase foreign investments.57 Some claim that BITs substantially benefit host-state economies,58 but pessimists argue that so many BITs now exist that states receive little or no special benefit to signing them.59 Others argue that BITs are just one mechanism for encouraging foreign investment and that domestic law coupled with investment contracts and political risk insurance can provide as much benefit to the state as a BIT.60 A few scholars have begun to tease out the specific circumstances where BITs provide investment incentives.61 Part of the difficulty in resolving this debate is a distinct lack of good data on foreign direct investment;62 in addition, BITs work together with other state commitment devices, so tracking increased investment due solely to the BIT is nearly impossible.63 Regardless of the actual marginal effect of signing BITs these days, the timing of BIT signing64 and com-


55. See Wong, supra note 20, at 162.

56. See infra Part III.C.1.


58. Salacuse & Sullivan, supra note 57, at 111–12.

59. For example, Yackee argues that BITs are not meaningfully correlated with political risk measures, nor do insurers seem to take BITs into account when deciding insurance terms. In addition, limited surveys of in-house counsel for large corporations suggest that companies do not view BITs as playing a major role in investment decisions. Yackee, Alternative Evidence, supra note 57, at 414–26. Evidence that BITs have reached their saturation point can be found in the recent shift toward multilateral investment treaties.

60. Id.

61. See, e.g., Todd Allee & Clint Peinhardt, Contingent Credibility: The Impact of Investment Treaty Violations on Foreign Direct Investment, 65 INT’L ORG. 401, 402 (2011) (finding that BITs increase FDI only when the host state is not later challenged before ICSID); Jennifer L. Tobin & Susan Rose-Ackerman, When BITs Have Some Bite: The Political-Economic Environment for Bilateral Investment Treaties, 6 REV. INT’L ORG. 1, 2 (2011) (reviewing conditions where BITs are linked with increased investment).


63. Id. at 413.

64. Elkins et al., supra note 45, at 267.
mon treaty preamble language make clear that a primary motive for states in undertaking BIT commitments is to attract foreign investment. Indeed, some suggest that host countries seeking to attract foreign investment (rather than the capital export states) drives the decisions about whether and when to enter into BITs.

BITs enable foreigners to invest in a state without needing to specifically negotiate with the host government for assurance of rights protections. Even where BITs do provide protections, however, some investors nevertheless negotiate investment agreements with the host state. The investment contract can serve several purposes. First, the contract might form because the investor is providing goods or services to or on behalf of the government, such as customs inspections or water services, and investment rights naturally become a subject of this negotiation. Second, an investor might need concession rights or special permission to operate within the host state, and those negotiations include the investment rights. Third, an investor might wish to form an investment contract in order to provide an additional vehicle for enforcement of its rights, or it might seek additional rights not provided in the BIT. Sometimes investment contracts can affect an investor’s ability to obtain cheap political risk insurance. Finally, investment contracts become a vehicle for the state to extract obligations and commitments from the investor, a


66. See Elkins et al., supra note 45, at 246 (noting that host countries tend to sign BITs in clusters, whereas home country signings are more stable over time, and concluding from this pattern that the capital importers decide whether and when to sign BITs); Kenneth J. Vandevelde, A Brief History of International Investment Agreements, 12 U.C. DAVIS J. INT’L L. & POL’Y 157, 177–78 (2005) (suggesting that developing countries turned to BITs largely because, in the 1980s, developed countries reduced their development aid and other lending to multilateral development banks, which necessitated seeking private foreign investment); but see Salacuse & Sullivan, supra note 57, at 73–74 (suggesting that the initial success of BITs was driven largely by negotiation programs promulgated by European states).


68. Id. at 133, 140.

69. Id. at 134 (using example of “stabilization clauses”).

topic that is never the subject of the BIT. If a state wishes to obtain these reciprocal obligations through means other than domestic law provisions, the state might actively encourage investors to enter into investment contracts. We now turn to a consideration of how BITs, investment contracts, and domestic law all work together as state commitment mechanisms.

B. State Commitment Mechanisms: BITs, Investment Contracts, and Domestic Law

BITs are just one of at least three vehicles available to the state to express a commitment to protect foreign investments. As mentioned above, although BITs enable many investors to invest in a state without entering into a formal agreement with the host state, the parties do sometimes negotiate investment contracts. No good data exists on how often such contracts form, but investment contracts are apparently common in the natural resources, public utilities, infrastructure, and manufacturing sectors. Therefore, it is not unusual for an investor’s dispute with a host state to involve both a contract and a treaty claim. In addition, the domestic laws of each nation are also relevant to a foreign investor’s activities within a host state. Domestic law places compliance and other legal obligations on the investor. Often, domestic law also provides benefits to investors, including investor protections and favorable rules for contract interpretation.

One might ask which vehicle is likely to provide the most extensive investor protections. Consider first a comparison of BITs and investment contracts. A state negotiating on behalf of its local investors might well have more bargaining leverage than would an individual investor negotiating with the host state because the home state represents multiple investors. Put differently, if investors can aggregate their influence through the state, then they can exercise greater market power which could result in the host state’s willingness to cede more of its sovereign authority. There are countervailing factors, however. A state’s investment contract with a single investor is likely more private than a BIT, so it is less subject to public scrutiny. A single investor may be able to curry


72. Yackee, Toward a Return, supra note 67, at 133.

73. Generally applicable contract law can be helpful, as can provisions that constrain government action. In the United States, for example, the Takings, Due Process, and Dormant Commerce Clauses can all work to provide investor protections. Some countries have embedded into their domestic law a promise to arbitrate disputes with foreign investors. Yackee, Credible Commitment, supra note 15, at 811 n.5 (stating that approximately twenty developing countries have done this).

74. Yackee, Toward A Return, supra note 67, at 131–32.
special favor with the host state’s officials in order to receive benefits that the state would not grant to all foreign investors.

Even when this special favor is not obtainable, states can have good reason to exercise restraint in the granting of BIT protections. Recall that investor protections limit the sovereign’s authority to serve other constituent interests. Given this cost to investor protections, a state might prefer to economize on those protections where possible to preserve regulatory authority and minimize dispute resolution risks. Because BITs and investment contracts work in tandem, a state might rationally choose to grant minimal baseline protections in the BIT, which apply to all investors from a given nation, and then grant additional rights in investment contracts as needed to induce particular investments.

Consider, for example, the difference between mobile investors and those who seek to extract natural resources not readily available elsewhere. The former investors might need more inducement than the latter. A broad BIT grants more than is necessary to investors in immobile sectors, so the state might obtain these investments at lower cost by providing the immobile investments basic protections through the BIT, while providing the mobile investments additional protections through the contracts.

A state might also reserve some investor rights for contracts in order to obtain reciprocal obligations by the investor. As mentioned earlier, BITs are asymmetric in that they impose obligations on the state without placing any obligations on the investor. From a public policy perspective, the state might prefer to grant some rights only in return for investor commitments. Consider, for example, the common inclusion of stabilization clauses in investment contracts. These stabilization clauses protect the investor against regulatory changes, and they typically grant investors significantly more protection than the expropriation provisions found in BITs. By reserving these rights to contracts, the state can extract return promises on the part of the investor to comply with certain standards of conduct. These contractual devices can also work a type of “price discrimination,” where investors who are willing to undertake obligations “pay” less, in terms of future risks, than those who do not undertake the obligations.

75. This distinction between mobile and extractive industries is also mentioned in Elkins et al., supra note 45, at 294. They find that extractive economies are less likely to sign BITs than are other nations.

76. See supra note 71 and accompanying text.


78. Yackee, Toward a Return, supra note 67, at 134.

79. Of course, the BIT is not a necessary vehicle for engaging in this price discrimination. A state could work with investment contracts alone to provide the marginal incentive necessary to each investor. Indeed, Brazil has announced just such a strategy with its decision not to enter any BITs. See generally Elizabeth Whitsitt & Damon Vis-Dunbar, Investment Arbitration in Brazil: Yes or No?, INV. TREATY NEWS (Nov. 30, 2008), http://www.iisd.org/itn/2008/11/300investment-arbitration-in-
This use of investment contracts to price discriminate may face pragmatic limitations, however. BITs may have special advantages in that they are public devices that can most effectively signal to the outside world that a state is committed to the development of an investor-friendly reputation. Perhaps BIT signaling is more powerful than contract signaling because breaches of a BIT are more public and more notable to the media than are breaches of individual contracts. Where the BIT commitments are necessary to effectively signal the state’s pro-investor commitment, then that state’s BITs might be drafted to provide maximal protections. If so, then there may be little room for the host state to promise more in its contracts.

Now consider domestic law. In one sense, domestic laws act more like treaties than contracts: rights given to investors are general rights and therefore might prove ineffective at targeting any particular investment. Some domestic laws apply to all investors, both local and foreign, regardless of national origin, which makes them even broader than BITs. But other domestic laws can be targeted to a particular industry, such as the petroleum industry, and can therefore fine-tune incentives on an industry level. In many countries, however, laws are not designed to operate on a single firm—that would take an investment contract.

Although both are more general vehicles for state commitments, BITs and domestic law may differ with regard to their durability and effectiveness. Specifically, some scholars argue that domestic laws are more easily changed than treaty provisions because treaties are long-lasting, and vested rights form around the protections promised at the point of investment.80 This lock-in effect can occur for domestic laws too, but treaty modifications can take the assent of two states whereas domestic law reform requires only the affirmative decision of the host state. In addition, the enforcement of domestic laws can require the cooperation of the host state’s courts rather than neutral arbitrators,81 which can impede their effectiveness. Thus, overall, domestic law may be both less durable and less effectively enforced.

Importantly for our purposes, these three sovereign commitment mechanisms—domestic law, treaty, and investment contract—work together and carry the potential of supplementing and even modifying one another. Treaties and domestic laws can work at a more general level with contracts fine-tuning rights granted to individual investors on an as-

---

80. For a discussion of the potential lock-in effect of treaties, see for example Andrea K. Bjorklund, Mandatory Rules of Law and Investment Arbitration, 18 AM. REV. INT’L ARB. 175 (2007) [hereinafter Bjorklund, Mandatory Rules].

81. This is not always the case, however. Greece’s foreign investment law apparently includes a promise by the state to arbitrate its failure to comply with its commitments, and Libya, India, Greece, Pakistan, Morocco, Iran, and Mali have similar laws that apply to the petroleum sector. Yackee, Conceptual Difficulties, supra note 62, at 447 & n.153 (citing A.A. FATOUROS, GOVERNMENT GUARANTEES TO FOREIGN INVESTORS 187 (1962)).
needed basis. The BITs are particularly useful to investors because they tend to include commitments on the part of the state to have disputes resolved by nonstate third parties. But the state can do the same for domestic laws and investment contracts, through either domestic statutes or BIT umbrella clauses.

When thinking conceptually about how to interpret each of these sources, it is useful to keep in mind the basic tradeoff that all states face in the market for investment law: each state wants to attract foreign investments at the lowest possible cost to its sovereign authority. Put differently, foreign investment is just one of several interests that pressure a state to take action, and the more a state binds itself, the less it is able to respond to other pressures. Given differences in economic and political environments across states, states vary significantly in the degree to which attracting foreign investment becomes a functional priority. An active competitor state will face relatively little countervailing pressure. For a noncompetitor state, the countervailing pressures dominate. For the passive competitors, probably the bulk of states, the marginal tradeoff is most important to state decision making.

C. BIT Interpretation Questions

BITs tend to contain vague language, which is not surprising. After all, these instruments are negotiated between two nations that often occupy different positions to govern a potentially broad variety of investments over a long period of time. Later BITs and subsequent amendments might become more specific, but even then much essential BIT language remains unclear, sometimes even aspirational. For example, states often agree to comply with principles of customary international law, they promise foreign investors “fair and equitable treatment,” they condition foreign investor protections on the firm conducting “sub-

82. Cf. Elkins et al., supra note 45, at 277–82 (stating that BITs entail significant sovereignty costs for the home country). Elkins et al. define sovereignty costs more broadly than we do here. In addition to restraints on the state’s ability to regulate, they include the costs of negotiating treaties and the political costs of garnering domestic support for them. Id.


stantial business activity” in the home state;86 they agree not to take “un-
reasonable,”87 “arbitrary,”88 or “unjustifiable”89 measures; they promise to
create “favorable conditions”90 or to “encourage such investments”91 for
some matters; and they reserve the right to take actions necessary for
“the maintenance of public order”92 or necessary to protect “health.”93

Decision makers at the venue chosen in the BIT will give meaning
to these vague provisions by judging, ex post, whether the state’s actions
have complied with the stated standards. Where there is room for inter-
pretation regarding the meaning of these provisions, one question is
whether national law (of the host state) or international law principles
apply to provide such meaning. When the BIT chooses ICSID arbitra-
tion, then international law principles will govern the tribunal’s delibera-
tions, but when the BIT chooses other venues for dispute resolution, the
applicable law can be less certain. In any event, the choice of forum and
the governing law can significantly affect the ultimate determination of
the state’s obligations and its resulting liabilities.

The ultimate enforceability of an arbitration award can also turn on
the dispute resolution venue. Where arbitration occurs outside of the
ICSID Convention, the arbitration will have a seat, which is the desig-
nated place of arbitration. When arbitration has a seat, arbitration
awards are subject to vacatur under the laws of the place of the seat, and
the arbitral decision is subject to the mandatory laws of the seat.94 Under
the ICSID Convention, the arbitration has no seat, so the resulting award
is not formally subject to such vacatur.95 Awards rendered under the
ICSID Convention must be enforced by other nations who are members
of the ICSID Convention. Awards rendered outside the ICSID Conven-
tion likely fall under the New York Convention, which deals with en-
forcement of arbitration awards more generally.96 Awards rendered un-
der the New York Convention must be enforced (subject to limited
exception) by other nations who are members of the New York Conven-
tion. Cross-border enforcement of awards rendered in national courts
are a good deal less certain than either of these forms of arbitration, be-

86. See, e.g., US/Vietnam BIT, supra note 84, at ch. IV, art. 15(2); US/Morocco BIT, supra note 85, at art. II(3)(a)-(b).
87. See, e.g., US/Vietnam BIT, supra note 84, ch. IV, art. 3(2); Czech/Ireland BIT, supra note 85, at art. 2(2).
88. See, e.g., US/Rwanda BIT, supra note 84, at art. 8(3)(c); US/Morocco BIT, supra note 85, at art. II(3).
89. US/Rwanda BIT, supra note 84, at art. 8(3)(c).
90. See, e.g., US/Vietnam BIT, supra note 84, Annex H, at 4.6; Czech/Ireland BIT, supra note 85, at art. 2(1).
91. Belgium/Indonesia BIT, supra note 85, at art. 2(1).
92. See, e.g., US/Morocco BIT, supra note 85, at art. IX(1).
93. US/Rwanda BIT, supra note 84, at art. 8(3)(c)(ii).
94. See Bjorklund, Mandatory Rules, supra note 80, at 186–87 (discussing the New York Conven-
tion).
95. Id. at 193.
cause to date no multilateral agreement imposes an obligation on national courts to enforce judgments rendered in other nation’s courts. 97

Even though the dispute resolution provisions in a particular BIT typically are clear enough to determine the governing forum and law, the BIT can work in conjunction with other BITs and with investment contracts to create significant uncertainty. First, there is the question of whether the MFN provision in a BIT extends to the dispute resolution provisions of other BITs. 98 Consider, for example, a purely hypothetical situation where the United States enters into a BIT with Greece which does not provide for ICSID arbitration, 99 but Greece later enters into a BIT with Singapore that provides for ICSID arbitration. Does the MFN clause in the U.S./Greece BIT work to give a U.S. investor the right to force Greece to ICSID arbitration, by virtue of the fact that Greece has promised Singaporean investors a right to use ICSID arbitration? Scholars actively debate this question, 100 and arbitral tribunals have come to conflicting determinations. 101

Questions that surround the interplay between BITs and investment contracts are even thornier. 102 BITs can provide one mechanism for resolving investment disputes in treaties, while an investment contract entered into with a BIT-covered investor contains a different dispute resolution provision. 103 How should we think about the interplay of these provisions? One possibility is to treat the two documents as addressing separate matters; thus, where the parties’ dispute involves the treaty, the treaty dispute resolution provision applies, and where the dispute involves the contract, the contract provision applies. 104 Although in theory

97. This judgment recognition obligation does sometimes exist on a regional level, however. For example, each of the EU member nations must enforce judgments rendered in other EU member courts. See generally Council Regulation (EC) No 44/2001 of 22 December 2000 on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters, 2001 O.J. (L 12).


101. Parker, supra note 100, at 43, contains an extended discussion of tribunal treatments of this question. A handful of states have begun to address the scope of the MFN provision directly in their BITs or separately through ex post exchanges of interpretive understandings. See James Harrison, The International Law Commission and the Development of International Investment Law, 45 Geo. Wash. Int’l L. Rev. 413, 428–29 (2013) (providing examples).

102. For a general discussion of many of the issues raised here, see Shany, supra note 46.

103. The contract could provide for arbitration, in a different forum than that provided in the BIT. Alternatively, the BIT could call for arbitration while the contract provides for court resolution of contract disputes. See Yackee, Toward a Return, supra note 67, at 138 (providing Chile as an example of a country that refuses to provide rights to arbitration in its investment contracts).

104. This approach was taken in SGS Société Générale de Surveillance S.A. v. Islamic Republic of Pak., ICSID Case No. ARB/01/13, Decision on Jurisdiction, ¶¶ 146–55 (Aug. 6, 2003) [hereinafter
this seems like a sensible allocation, in practice investor-state disputes often involve both types of disputes. Should the treaty and contract provisions be read to call for a bifurcation of claims for separate resolution by separate decision makers, using potentially different sources of law?105 Some scholars and arbitration panels worry about the potential costs of bifurcation of claims, including (1) increased expense, and (2) potentially conflicting determinations and awards, which could undermine enforcement efforts.106

If claims are to be kept together, should they proceed according to the BIT or the contract dispute resolution provisions? What happens, for example, if the BIT calls for ICSID arbitration with no obligation to first exhaust domestic remedies and the investment contract provides that disputes must be resolved in national courts?107 If instead, for problems deriving from the same investment and same government conduct, the BIT calls for ICSID arbitration and the investment contract calls for non-ICSID arbitration, where is the seat of the arbitration, and what procedures must the arbitral tribunal use? Or, more perplexingly, what is the legal regime for the consolidation of related claims and issue preclusion, given the risk of inconsistent outcomes?

Even if claims under treaties and investment contracts would not ordinarily be kept together, what if the relevant BIT contains an umbrella clause? If the state effectively promises in the BIT to comply with its contractual commitments, does the umbrella clause give the investment treaty tribunal jurisdiction to determine the breach of contract claims? If it does provide jurisdiction, what governing law should the tribunal use to resolve the contract claims? The BIT will typically either explicitly or implicitly call for the application of international law to treaty disputes, but the investment contract might call for the application of national law.

For this Article, we take on the question of how to best treat the interplay of the BIT with the investment contract. We do not resolve all of the interpretation questions that have arisen in this context. But we do offer an approach to interpretation that encourages states to compete effectively in the market for investment law while still enabling them to serve countervailing domestic interests where needed. As we explain in-

105. This was the ICSID tribunal’s resolution in SGS v. Pakistan, supra note 104. The Pakistan-Swiss BIT called for ICSID arbitration and included an umbrella clause, but the contract between SGS, a Swiss company, and Pakistan called for disputes to be arbitrated exclusively in Pakistan under the Pakistan Arbitration Law. Id. The tribunal took jurisdiction over SGS’s treaty claims but not its contract claims. Id.

106. See, e.g., Bjorklund, Private Rights, supra note 71, at 256–61 (discussing problems associated with duplicative and fragmented proceedings); Shany, supra note 41, at 838 (discussing problems of inconvenience, expense, and inconsistent decisions).

107. See Shany, supra note 41, at 837 (noting this complication). In SGS v. Philippines, an ICSID tribunal acknowledged that it could take jurisdiction over a breach of contract claim as a treaty violation but decided to stay its proceedings until the Philippines courts could determine the contract claim because the concession contract stated that contract claims were to be resolved in Philippine courts. SGS Société Générale de Surveillance S.A. v. Philippines, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/6, Decision on Jurisdiction, ¶¶169–176 (Jan. 29, 2004) [hereinafter SGS v. Philippines].
fra, one important mechanism for doing this is to offer an approach that enables states to carefully calibrate investment incentives. Our analysis begins with Larry Ribstein’s jurisdictional competition framework.

III. THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND ITS IMPLICATIONS

In this Part, we draw upon and extend the law market framework to analyze jurisdictional competition for foreign investments. Our goal is to encourage different thinking about the overlapping roles of BITs, investment agreements, and domestic investment law, with a particular focus on the first two. We offer a functional analysis of the rules of foreign investment, in particular eschewing formal legal doctrines often applied to this area of law. For example, we view BITs and investment contracts as two forms of a state’s expression of its commitment to investors. In regard to the state’s relationship with investors, the treaty need not always operate as a form of super-law that trumps other forms of investment law, regardless of the language used in the BIT and the contract. Similarly, for purposes of this Article, we avoid formal law categories such as “third-party beneficiaries” and “derivative rights’ models,” which can have the effect of choosing among legal documents for reasons unrelated to the role that the documents serve for states and investors. As part of our functional analysis, we consider how best to house and interpret state commitments, given the state’s goal to compete for foreign investments while economizing on sovereignty costs. By way of conclusion, our analysis indicates that for many countries and investors, the best result often will be to elevate an investment contract, where one exists, over the applicable BIT, and we propose at least one mechanism to make that possible.

Section A briefly describes the basic jurisdictional competition framework presented in *The Law Market*, as well as other works by Larry Ribstein. Section B extends this law market analysis to the context of foreign investment, where states act as both law providers and parties to investment agreements. Section C uses the analysis developed in Section B to draw implications for some of the current issues surrounding BIT drafting and investment treaty arbitration.

A. The Law Market

In *The Law Market*, O’Hara and Ribstein developed a stylized conceptual framework to illustrate the incentives that confront states in a world where people and assets are mobile. A market metaphor highlighted the fact that no single state can exercise monopoly power over

---

108. See, e.g., Bjorklund, *Mandatory Rules*, supra note 80, at 189 (using the third-party beneficiary characterization and then claiming that the investors therefore cannot abrogate the rights conferred on them in BITs).


the provision of legal rules for private parties who can remove themselves—by agreement or otherwise—from its reach. Within this law market framework, states act as suppliers of legal rules, and private parties are the consumers who demand desirable legal rules to facilitate their private transactions. Private parties can almost always avoid particular laws by removing themselves, their assets, and their activities from that state. In addition to avoiding unfavorable laws, parties can seek out favored legal regimes by locating themselves, their assets, and/or their activities in a location with preferred law.111 In fact, for many legal questions, parties can ensure that their choice is respected by inserting choice-of-law clauses into their contracts. Choice-of-law clauses are routinely enforced in U.S. courts,112 and, in some cases, the clause is enforced even when the parties have no physical connection to the jurisdiction chosen.113 When parties can reach out to other jurisdictions to choose their governing law, the law market is better facilitated and party control, legal clarity, and expectation management is maximized.114

Parties demand governing laws for many purposes. The law serves as a standard form to fill in the inevitable gaps, where the contract language is silent or ambiguous. A strong set of default rules helps the parties to economize on the costs of drafting their agreements.115 In addition, the parties seek a set of mandatory rules, including applicable regulations, that work well for them, given their structures and the nature of their activities.116 Parties choosing law do so at the point in time when they enter into a contract, but their choice is one for the future, to govern future disputes according to the law that may be in place at that time. Sometimes parties seek the application of one or more particular legal rules that they think is necessary to fully protect their commercial interests. If parties cannot fully foresee the nature of future disputes, however, then they might seek favorable general (rather than specific) rules. If they cannot know the precise content of the law that might be in

111. This insight is drawn from Charles Tiebout. See generally Charles M. Tiebout, A Pure Theory of Local Expenditures, 64 J. POL. ECON. 416, 418 (1956) (presenting models where people reveal their preferences for locally-provided public goods by choosing where to live).

112. See O’HARA & RIBSTEIN, supra note 1, at 82–84; Ribstein, From Efficiency, supra note 1, at 369–385.

113. In general, contracting parties in the U.S. must choose a law that is connected to the parties and/or the transaction. See U.C.C. § 1-105(1) (2001) (parties can choose any law that bears a reasonable relation to the transaction); RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS § 187(2) (1971) (for mandatory rules, a prerequisite to enforcement of a choice-of-law clause is that there be a “substantial relationship to the parties or the transaction,” or that there be another “reasonable basis for the parties’ choice”). Under the Second Restatement provision, however, a court can enforce a choice-of-law clause where it finds that there is another reasonable basis for the choice besides the parties’ connection to the state. Id. Moreover, six states have enacted statutes directing forum courts to enforce choice-of-law clauses in high-value commercial contracts without regard to whether the chosen law bears any relation to the parties and their transaction. Cal. Civ. Code § 1646.5 (West 2014); Del. Code Ann. tit. 6, § 2708 (West 2014); Fla. Stat. Ann. § 685.101 (West 2014); 735 Ill. Comp. Stat. Ann. 105/5–5 (West 2014); N.Y. Gen. Oblig. Law § 5-1401 (McKinney 2014); Tex. Bus. & Com. Code Ann. §§ 35-51–35-52 (West 2014).


115. Id. at 31.

116. See Ribstein & O’Hara, Corporations, supra note 1, at 669.
effect or applied at the time of the dispute, then they might seek something even more general—a state with a pro-business general legal environment. In this sense, parties not only seek desirable present law; they also seek to attach themselves to a state that appears to be committed to protect their interests in the future.117

In addition to contributing to predictability and better fit, party choice can sometimes enable private parties to conduct business in multiple jurisdictions according to a single law.118 When this is possible, firm policies, which inevitably track the governing legal rules, can be uniform, or at least simplified.119 Substantive law is typically chosen with a choice-of-law clause. Procedural law, which influences the parties’ obligations as well as the costs of settling disputes, can be chosen with choice-of-court and arbitration clauses. Moreover, parties can select a forum that will respect their choice of governing law.120

If private parties are mobile, and if the assets that they bring to the state are sufficiently valuable, then the states might be willing to compete to provide a desirable legal environment for them. By providing favorable contract, property, and regulatory law, among others, the state can facilitate local investment and other commercial activities. States can provide such an environment in multiple ways, including through substantive domestic law reform. Delaware provides a strong example within the United States,121 and Singapore,122 Switzerland,123 Bermuda,124 and Vanuatu125 provide examples from outside the United States.

Alternatively, the state can retain its domestic laws but allow at least mobile private parties to opt out of those laws through choice-of-law clauses. The state’s decision as to whether to actively compete in a law market and/or to consent to parties opting into the law of other jurisdictions will turn on the interest group balance within the state. Put differently, the private parties themselves will need effective representa-

---

117. See O’Hara & Ribstein, supra note 1, at 111 (noting that success of Delaware corporate law is due in part to the fact that Delaware’s franchise fees commit the state to providing high-quality corporate law in the future).

118. Id. at 26.

119. Id.

120. Id. at 73. The most common way to do this is to specify that disputes will be resolved in the courts of the state whose law is chosen. Id.

121. Larry Ribstein’s work was significant in showing this. See generally supra note 1.


123. See id. at 48–57 (documenting Switzerland’s ability to attract banking business through its bank secrecy laws).

124. See id. at 27–37 (documenting Bermuda’s dominance in the reinsuranc industry).

125. While best known for its beaches and as the location for the filming of the television show Survivor, Vanuatu is also well known for its bank secrecy laws and lenient financial services regulations. See Barbara T. Kaplan & Patrick T. O’Brien, Secrecy Associated with Offshore Banking is Evaporating, 119 Banking L.J. 736, 740 (2002); Anthony D. Todero, Note, The Stop Tax Haven Abuse Act: A Unilateral Solution to a Multilateral Problem, 19 Minn. J. Int’l L. 241, 267 (2010); but see Adam H. Rosenzweig, Why Are There Tax Havens?, 52 Wis. & Mary L. Rev. 923, 957 (2010) (suggesting that states like Switzerland and Belize may be even more attractive than Vanuatu for bank secrecy).
tion with government lawmakers in order for the state to respond to law market pressures. Although traditional public choice theory posits that outsiders will lack effective voice within a legislature, in reality the desire to attract, or at least retain, the benefits of their local activities can ensure that outside (or at least potentially outside) interests are weighed. These interests can be fueled by “exit-affected” interest groups, or domestic interests that benefit from attracting outsiders.

Ribstein’s scholarship emphasized the important potential role of lawyers in facilitating law reform. Lawyers are, of course, experts in the law; they have a comparative advantage both in organizing to exert political pressures and in drafting legislation, and, they have their own interest in ensuring that local law is appealing to the mobile. Lawyer licensing rules ensure that a lawyer has a connection with the state where the lawyer is licensed to practice, and licensing requirements often enable the exclusion of outside lawyers from local legal business. Laws that are desirable to mobile parties have the effect of attracting legal business to the state, to the benefit of locally-licensed lawyers. Through this mechanism, additional pressures can be placed on the state to cater to the mobile.

Nevertheless, these exit-affected interests must compete with the interests of others, including negatively-affected third parties, regulatory authorities, and parties poorly represented in the contractual setting. The relative influence of both the mobile and competing interests will vary across the states. As a result, state sensitivity to law market pressures also will vary.

This variation deserves more focus. In the law market, some states are active competitors, some are passive competitors, and some are non-competitors. Active competitors have a priority to pursue domestic law reforms designed to attract people, businesses, and/or assets to the state. For example, Delaware actively pursues corporate law reforms, and it has been a leader in both usury law and trust law reforms. Florida has put in place a variety of laws, including tax laws, designed to attract retirees to the state. Outside of the United States, several nations are known as popular places to register commercial ships, based in part on their lax regulation of the ship’s activities. These “flag of convenience” states include Panama, Antigua, the Bahamas, Liberia, Malta, and the Marshall Islands. Some nations adopt laws designed to make it possible for wealthy individuals to protect their assets from creditors and governments. Such nations include Nevis, the Channel Islands, Cook Islands, Cayman Islands, Bermuda, Belize, Bahamas, Switzerland, and Liechten-

128. O’HARA & RIBSTEIN, supra note 1, at 74–75.
129. Id. at 75.
130. Id. at 80–81.
stein. Some nations, like France and Singapore, have taken strong measures to ensure that the nation is a desirable venue for international commercial arbitration. These are just a few examples.

Many states are not primarily motivated to attract others to the state, but they are nevertheless motivated to avoid the loss of valuable jobs, tax revenues, and other assets. These states, which we can call “passive competitors,” are willing to take defensive measures when necessary to preserve local opportunities. Such measures might include adopting competitive law reforms tried in other states. For example, some U.S. states reluctantly relaxed their usury laws after Delaware and South Dakota repealed theirs in an effort to keep banks from relocating elsewhere. Alternatively, some states will retain their domestic substantive laws but agree to enforce choice-of-law clauses, even where they have the effect of enabling some parties to circumvent local law. The U.S. Supreme Court articulated the position of the passive competitor in *Bremen v. Zapata Off-Shore Company* when it made the following oft-quoted statement: “we cannot have trade and commerce in world markets and international waters exclusively on our terms, governed by our laws, and resolved in our courts.” Moreover, in some instances, including arbitration law and tax rules, states adopt separate rules for domestic and international activities in an effort to attract outside opportunities without eroding the influence of domestic law.

Finally, a third group of states will refuse to respond to law market pressures. In these states, lawmakers decide that other values and interests take precedence over those reflected in competitive law reforms. Often, these states have large markets and/or other desirable attributes that will prevent mass exodus by business interests, at least with regard to particular legal matters.

It is important to keep in mind that a state can be an active competitor in some areas, a passive competitor in others, and a noncompetitor in still others. Put differently, the balance of competing interest group pressures within a state often will cause the state to vary in its sensitivity to law market pressures across economic, social, and political contexts.

In *The Law Market*, Ribstein and O’Hara proposed that U.S. law be altered so that courts must enforce choice-of-law clauses unless the state

---

134. O’HARA & RIBSTEIN, supra note 1, at 48.
135. Id.
legislature deems enforcement inappropriate.\textsuperscript{139} Ultimately, the proposal shifts questions regarding the enforceability of choice-of-law clauses from the courts to the legislature. Shifting to \textit{ex ante} legislative determinations would provide more clarity and, therefore, more effective guidance to private parties.\textsuperscript{140} This improved clarity would provide outsiders with better ability to respond to the legal rule, and it would therefore force the state to internalize the costs of refusing to enforce choice-of-law clauses.\textsuperscript{141} At the same time, competing interest group pressures would be more effectively felt in the legislature than in the courts.\textsuperscript{142} Thus, both the costs and the benefits of enhancing party choice would have a maximal chance of effectively being taken into account.

\textbf{B. The Market for Foreign Investment Law}

\textit{1. Supplying Foreign Investment Protections}

Foreign investment naturally fits into a jurisdictional competition framework. After all, as indicated earlier, many states entering BITs are primarily motivated to attract foreign investments, or at least to not lose investment opportunities to other countries that have signed such agreements.\textsuperscript{143} BITs are a critical part of the jurisdictional competition for foreign investments, but other legal tools provide desired legal rules to investors, including domestic law and investment contracts negotiated with individual investors. The differing legal tools for attracting foreign investment have different features. BITs provide rights to investors from a single nation without necessarily providing those same rights to either domestic investors or investors from other nations.\textsuperscript{144} Domestic laws typically extend rights to all investors, domestic as well as foreign. In contrast, an investment contract provides rights to a single investor only. These legal mechanisms work together in the law market. Given the aggregate impact, it makes more sense to analyze BITs as just one tool, albeit an important one, in the marketplace for law.

In the context of the law of foreign investment, choice of law operates somewhat differently. In \textit{The Law Market}, the role of the state is

\textsuperscript{139} O’HARA & RIBSTEIN, supra note 1, at 199–215. An example of such a statement would have been the now-abandoned choice-of-law rules in the U.C.C. § 1-301 (2001), replaced with Uniform Commercial Code, revised § 1-301 (2008), which as proposed followed the European approach of not allowing a choice-of-law clause to work to deprive consumers of legal protections available in their home states. Regulation 594/2008, of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 June 2008 on the Law Applicable to Contractual Obligations (Rome I), 2008 O.J. (L 177) 6, 12.

\textsuperscript{140} O’HARA & RIBSTEIN, supra note 1, at 205–06, 209.

\textsuperscript{141} Id. at 209–210.

\textsuperscript{143} Id.

\textsuperscript{144} Id. at 295–298. In addition, however, there is evidence that some states sign BITs in order to qualify for international loans. See id. at 295 (finding that states seeking assistance from the IMF are more likely to sign BITs).

\textsuperscript{144} MFN provisions can work to extend rights provided in one BIT to foreign investors from other nations as well. Yet, states can negotiate BITs to only extend rights to a single state’s foreign investors, and, in any event, states need not provide the same rights to foreign and domestic investors.
limited to providing substantive legal rules, forums for dispute resolution, and choice-of-law principles for determining the governing law. In foreign investment law, the law market shifts. The state is not just a mediator of the obligations of private parties; here, it also binds itself to provide certain protections to investors, through contract, domestic law, and treaty. Moreover, as a direct party to investment disputes, the state is highly unlikely to agree to bind itself to the governing law or courts of another sovereign state. Thus, choice-of-law questions are unlikely to entail a pure choice between two states’ laws; the divergence does not eliminate choice-of-law questions, however. Instead, the choice is one between the domestic law of the state, international law principles, or some combination thereof.

International law can be implicated for at least two reasons. First, BIT rights may not have an equivalent in domestic law. For example, a BIT might affirmatively offer investors freedom from or compensation for regulatory expropriations even though no such protections exist in a signatory state’s domestic laws. In such a circumstance, the content and scope of the protection, as well as applicable damages, might be determined according to international rather than domestic law.

Second, in some investment documents, a state will bind itself to comply with international law or with decisions of a tribunal that would apply international law principles to define its duties. For example, BITs commonly obligate the state to provide protections at a level provided in customary international law, and they make direct reference to common international law principles such as “national treatment” and “most-favored nation” status. With the insertion of international law, the state sometimes relinquishes its right to apply otherwise mandatory domestic laws without financial consequences. Consider, for example, S.D. Meyers v. Canada, where the tribunal found that Canada’s ban on PCB exports violated NAFTA because it had an arbitrary and discriminatory impact on U.S. investors that generated about five million dollars in damages.

For states, the choice of international law is typically part and parcel of the choice of forum. When a state makes a commitment to abide by international law principles, that commitment is made effective through a corollary commitment to have disputes resolved outside national courts. Thus, it is common in BITs and in some investment contracts for the state to agree that disputes with investors will be resolved in international arbitration, through ICSID or otherwise. When the state chooses international arbitration, the tribunal has access to publicly available decisions of other tribunals that have dealt with investment disputes. These mechanisms help to encourage a consistent development of international

---


146. Scholars have identified range of dispute resolution options in investment treaties. Allee & Peinhardt, supra note 28, at 2; Yackee, Credible Commitments, supra note 15, at 806.
law principles, although they are far from perfect in this regard. Of course, states can also agree to resolve disputes in arbitration using domestic law principles. But the important point here is that the state loses its authority to interpret international law principles for purposes of determining its obligations in the BIT.

As with the general law market, states differ in their positions on foreign investment law, with some states acting as active competitors, some as passive competitors, and others as noncompetitors. Active competitors will use the legal mechanisms—BITs, domestic law, and specific investment contracts—to take the lead in providing desirable legal protections to foreign investors. South Korea is a good example of an active competitor for foreign investment, because it has signed a large number of strong BITs and has worked hard to put in place domestic law reforms. Passive competitors might not have a strong independent agenda to maximize foreign investments, but they will commit to use at least some of the legal mechanisms, where necessary, to ensure that they retain some ability to attract, or at least retain, foreign investors. For noncompetitor states, other domestic concerns commonly swamp out any state interest in attracting foreign investors. South Africa and Australia might reasonably be placed in this group. South Africa has indicated a desire to not sign BITs unless it intends to export capital to the other country, and it has strong domestic pressures weighing against nondiscriminatory treatment of investors. South Africa recently introduced legislation to: (1) eliminate access to international dispute resolution and
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While states vary in their relative appreciation of the value of treaties, it is difficult to identify states that are always hostile to taking measures to protect foreign investors or their investors investing abroad. Almost all states have signed at least one BIT; even states that have only signed a handful of BITs, like Ireland,\footnote{Susan D. Franck, Foreign Direct Investment, Investment Treaty Arbitration, and the Rule of Law, 19 MCGEORGE GLOBAL BUS. & DEV. L.J. 337, 361–62 (2007) (discussing the relative lack of investment treaties in Ireland).} nevertheless work hard to be investment-friendly through domestic laws and institutions. Although law market pressures here seem strong, states nevertheless differ markedly in both the number of BITs joined and the strength of the rights provided within them, as well as in the quality of rights provided in domestic legal rules and investment contracts.

Regardless of their respective stance in the foreign investment law market, all states face a tradeoff when providing rights related to foreign investment. Competing interest groups will pressure the state to provide lesser protections to foreign investment for various reasons. First, some constituents might want states to retain unfettered regulatory authority, at least for some matters, rather than precommitting to elevate investor rights over those of other constituents. Other constituents might push for domestic investors to be given the same rights and protections as foreign investors, which could have the effect of narrowing the set of rights granted to foreign investors. Still other groups might fight to protect domestic competitors from foreign entry into their product and service markets.

As with the general law market, lawyers likely play an active role in the development of investment law. In investment planning, investment regulation, and conflict management, foreign investors will need local legal services to support their commercial activities within a state. That said, investment treaty arbitration itself does not seem to attract much local business. Available empirical evidence indicates that multinational law firms generally dominate the representation of parties in investment treaty arbitration, whereas local firms appear to be relegated to provid-
ing strategic local insights. It is not clear how much that matters, how-
ever, because the formalized disputes likely make up only a small frac-
tion of the legal business generated by foreign investment.

2. Institutional Questions

How can states best balance competing interests when making their
decisions related to the legal regulation of international investments? As
conceived by O’Hara and Ribstein, the law market functions most effec-
tively when the state makes choice-of-law clause enforcement decisions
through the legislature, rather than the judiciary. In the context of in-
ternational investment law, the institutional choice question is somewhat
different, for at least three reasons. First, states organize government
decisions in different ways, with both monist and dualist governments
making investment law, and thus broad generalizations about where
choice-of-law decisions are best housed are difficult. Second, in the con-
text of investment law, the adjudicative bodies very typically are not state
entities, raising thorny delegation problems. Third, some foreign inves-
tor rights are created by the state acting through its Executive, a factor
not present in the classic law market paradigm.

In the context of foreign investment, the choice-of-law question of-
ten takes the form of scope interpretation. Specifically, irrespective of
what body adjudicates the investment dispute, the governing law ques-
tion (domestic or international) typically turns on how broadly to inter-
pret BIT language, the location of the borders between BITs and invest-
ment contracts, and whether the BIT or the investment contract should
control when the two conflict. Some cases involving foreign investment
may involve national courts adjudicating a host state’s domestic foreign
investment law. Yet, for investment contracts or treaty claims, which are
arguably the lion’s share of formal disputes, nonstate adjudicative bodies
must evaluate a host state’s legal obligations. From a functional perspec-
tive, a tribunal attempting to locate the border between BITs and in-
vestment contracts should take into account how each of these docu-
ments is formed, and the derivative legal obligation.

For democratic nations operating according to separation of powers
principles, BITs will require ratification (and possibly ex ante delegations
of acceptable terms) by the Legislature, whereas agents of the Executive
branch likely negotiate investment contracts on the state’s behalf without
formal legislative participation. Even monist states—where domestic
legislation implementing and ratifying a treaty is not required—have

155. See Franck, Myths and Realities, supra note 18 (identifying that the repeat players in the
market for investment treaty arbitration counsel tended to be larger international firms but that local
counsel are used strategically on an ad hoc basis to provide legal services).
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been known to seek outside support, through public referendum or otherwise, as a prerequisite to signing onto investment treaties.\textsuperscript{157}

With democratic mechanisms, BITs might have the advantage of reflecting broader interest group accountability and less capture than investment contracts, with less danger of corruption. If so, then BITs arguably arise in a better institutional environment where broader interest group participation might foster a more careful consideration of the tradeoffs between the net value of foreign investment and competing policy objectives. Put differently, if a state’s goal is, or should be, to attract foreign investment at the lowest possible cost to state sovereignty, then the legislature (or public referendum) may be the better institution to house those commitment decisions. By contrast, decisions made by the Executive branch alone, especially in the context of nonpublic contract negotiations, are less likely to fully incorporate competing constituent interests.

On the other hand, investment contract negotiations by Executive agents can more quickly and effectively generate clear, finely-calibrated commitments. Investment contracts enable greater clarity of obligation than BITs because they are specific to a particular investment and drafted by a small, fixed group. Moreover, investment contract terms are not incorporated into domestic law through the participation of a multimember legislative body. When different legislators have differing views of the optimal strength of a nation’s commitment to foreign investors, then we can expect the resulting textual commitment to be more vague, include compromise language or other carveouts, and otherwise deprive investors of relative certainty regarding their rights and obligations. Contractual provisions are less likely to suffer such shortcomings.

Additional factors better enable investment contracts to provide clearer and more finely-calibrated rights and obligations than BITs. BITs reflect the agreement of two states, which offer generalized and derivative commitments to investors for the lifetime of the BIT.\textsuperscript{158} The negotiating states presumably contemplate that the BIT will provide “one size fits all protection” in that it will cover a variety of foreign investors (whether individuals, small or large entities, or private or publicly held corporations), and protect a potentially diverse array of investment activities that could come to either state. In that context, BIT language will necessarily be somewhat vague in order to effectively encompass the interests of all potential investors irrespective of the size of the investor, the investor’s relative commercial leverage, the type of investment activi-


\textsuperscript{158} Some but not all BITs have sunset provisions that permit them to continue for at least ten years with an option to renew. Franck, Legitimacy Crisis, supra note 22, at 1530 n.31. In virtually all cases, however, states signing BITs appear to contemplate long-term commitment.
ty involved, and the idiosyncrasies of the moment in time the investor invests. By contrast, the investment contract covers one state and one investor, at a specific time, contemplating a specific type of investment activity. This more particularized negotiating environment better enables a clearer and more careful articulation of the extent to which the state pre-commits itself, in terms of protections, dispute resolution process, and choice of governing law.\textsuperscript{159} States provide these commitments in a document that describes the investor’s own obligations, which are given in return for a state’s express undertakings.

Thus, relative to BITs, specific investment contracts carry the potential for the state to economize on its sovereignty costs, both with less generous promises and by constraining the discretion granted to external tribunals to determine the scope of its commitments. At the same time, the contracts can provide investors with a better sense of their investment risks. More importantly, clear commitments can save both parties dispute resolution costs down the road and generate enhanced \textit{ex ante} certainty.

Given the tradeoffs between legislative and executive decision making, foreign investment decisions made by dualist governments presumably should involve some combination of the two institutions. To some degree, states do blend institutional participation. Perhaps the best institutional implementation would be for the state to negotiate the general parameters of its obligations in BITs and to provide more specific protections in investment contracts under the proviso that the Executive’s authority to negotiate contract terms is constrained by the Legislature. Under this institutional structure, states can make valuable reputational commitments to protecting foreign investments in their BITs, but they can carefully calibrate their commitments in individual investment contracts. Legislative constraints on contract terms could work to temper the problems associated with capture, silent interests, and potential corruption. Constraints could take many possible forms, including both procedural constraints (i.e., requiring notice and comment periods between the drafting and the ultimate signing of investment contracts) and substantive restrictions (i.e., prohibitions on investment contract terms that compromise the state’s ability to protect air and water quality). Legislative constraints would make it more likely that competing domestic interests are reflected in the contracts. Although nothing guarantees that a state will make wise decisions, this institutional structure better enables the state to encourage investment at lowest possible cost to domestic interests, as opposed to other alternatives.\textsuperscript{160} When the institutional struc-

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{159} Yackee, \textit{Conceptual Difficulties}, supra note 70, at 452–53.

\textsuperscript{160} From this perspective, it becomes clear why it would not make sense for a state to abandon BITs in favor of only using investment contracts. Yackee, \textit{Toward a Return}, supra note 67, at 137 (suggesting that states should consider taking this course). BITs obligate a state to undertake general commitments, often through the cooperation of the Executive and Legislative branches of government. As such, the general commitments enable the state to establish a reputation for respecting foreign investor rights. Investors who are comfortable proceeding with these rather vague rights can invest in the state without negotiating a specific contract with the state. Contracts negotiated with the
\end{footnotesize}
ture forces careful consideration of the tradeoffs up front, states will be less likely to retreat from their commitments on the back end.\footnote{161}

\section*{C. Implications of a Law Market Analysis for Foreign Investment Law Questions}

As previous Sections have described, BITs and investment contracts are two commitment devices states use to attract foreign investment. Each of these mechanisms has strengths and weaknesses, and the two serve interrelated roles that carry the promise of working together to produce more effective incentives than either could achieve alone. As a functional matter, we advocate that these instruments be interpreted in ways that take into account their strengths, limitations, and interrelated roles. As part of that functional analysis, interpretation doctrine should reflect the comparative institutional and drafting advantages of these documents.

As mentioned above, BITs are often negotiated and ratified with the cooperation of a state’s legislative branch; in general, legislatures are better able to take into account competing constituent interests than is the executive acting alone.

In contrast, investment contracts are negotiated and signed by executives and might not be subject to public debate. Despite this weakness, investment contracts provide a valuable environment for states to fine-tune their commitments to international investments. In order to harness this advantage of investment contracts while tempering their potential costs, states can create legislative checks on the contract terms or procedures by which such contracts are executed. Where such checks are possible, the investment contracts are more likely to enable the state to more carefully calibrate the rights of the investor based on the particular investment, its benefit to the country, the degree to which protections are necessary in order to induce a particular investment, and the reciprocal responsibilities of the investor in connection with its investment.

From a functional perspective, careful calibration of the state’s commitments is important. Recall the most basic tradeoff facing all states: to compete as effectively as desired for foreign investment at the lowest possible cost to other policy goals. States will vary in the extent to which they are prepared to tie their hands behind their backs, because they differ with respect to (1) the extent to which they desire foreign investment and the types of investment they seek to attract, (2) the degree of reputation deficit that must be made up in order to attract that investment, and (3) the importance to the state (given constituent interest

\footnote{161. This solution may not be an option for monist states, unless opportunities for legislative and/or populist interventions arise as a matter of political economy in response to news of the terms of investment contracts.}
groups) of attaining competing policy goals. In general, our functional approach calls for treating international investment questions in ways that maximize state abilities to fine-tune their commitments while designing legal rules with an eye toward facilitating states’ abilities to house their commitment decisions in the government institution that is best situated to ensure sound decision making. Under such circumstances, the law market for foreign investment can function at its best.

This Section will explore the implications of our analysis for the treatment of some issues that have arisen recently in investment disputes. Subsection 1 will consider the implications of this analysis for the interpretation of BIT umbrella clauses. Subsection 2 will consider whether states should be permitted to contract out of umbrella clauses and provide a mechanism for enabling such opt outs in investment contracts. Subsection 3 briefly discusses other contractual mechanisms that states can use to temper the costs of delegating BIT interpretation and enforcement to nonstate adjudicators. Finally, Subsection 4 provides some preliminary thoughts on the implications of our analysis for tribunal interpretations of MFN provisions.

1. Umbrella Clauses

When BITs include provisions declaring that each state agrees to comply with its commitments, including contractual obligations, such language carries the potential to convert a state’s ordinary breach of contract into a treaty violation. As mentioned earlier, investment treaty tribunals have struggled with the question of whether umbrella clauses give the tribunal jurisdiction to hear breach of contract claims, and, if so, whether national or international law applies to resolve such claims. States should be empowered to use a BIT to confer such authority on the tribunal because such promises can enable the state to commit to providing a favorable forum to investors for their contract disputes and a single forum for resolution of all disputes. Tribunal decisions interpreting BITs as denying such jurisdiction can unjustifiably limit the state’s ability to use the BIT to provide maximal protections, an important tool for jurisdictional competition.

Of course, the question of whether an umbrella clause elevates breach of contract claims against the state to treaty violations turns on usual tools for interpretation, including the specific language and placement of the umbrella clause. There is fundamental disagreement between arbitral tribunals regarding the proper interpretation of an umbrella clause when the BIT language leaves the matter uncertain. Recently, several tribunals have interpreted the clauses narrowly, concluding that the state should provide clear evidence that it wishes to elevate basic breach of contract claims to treaty violations.\footnote{RUDOLF DOLZER & CHRISTOPH SCHREUER, PRINCIPLES OF INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT LAW 153–62 (2008) (providing a chapter discussing tribunal interpretation of umbrella clauses).} For example,
in *SGS v. Pakistan*, SGS, a Swiss company, asked an ICSID tribunal to take jurisdiction over its dispute with the Pakistani government resulting from Pakistan’s termination of their contract for preshipment inspection services. Under the terms of the Switzerland-Pakistan BIT, both states were obligated to observe all commitments entered into with investors from the other state. The tribunal declined to take jurisdiction over the dispute, stating that because exercising such jurisdiction could have far-reaching impact on the sovereignty of the signing states, a clearer statement of such intent would be needed.

This general interpretive approach, to read the umbrella clause narrowly, has been followed by other tribunals which have concluded that umbrella clauses can cover contracts where the state acts as sovereign, but not mere commercial contracts. Some tribunals have also used a similar interpretive approach in concluding that breach of contract claims are covered under the BIT umbrella clause only when the breach of contract constitutes a significant interference with the investor’s rights.

Other tribunals have afforded wider scope to the umbrella clauses. Some have interpreted the umbrella clauses to confer treaty jurisdiction over breach of contract claims. Still others have determined that the umbrella clause even works to undo a forum-selection clause in the investment contract.

From a common sense perspective, it is hard to see what purpose some umbrella clauses serve in BITs if not to further commit a state to comply with its contractual promises or other undertakings. That further commitment presumably becomes meaningful because it determines the governing choice of forum and choice of law for resolution of the breach of contract claim. Put differently, without an advance choice of
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law or choice of forum, a foreign investor must typically bring its breach of contract claims in a state court with jurisdiction. This likely means that foreign investors would bring investment disputes against the state in the host state’s courts where, using the state’s conflicts-of-law principles, the state would resolve the dispute under its national law. If state law is weak and/or the courts are biased, then investor rights can only be protected by enabling the investor to opt out of local law and courts. Umbrella clauses can give foreign investors such rights.

Of course, it is possible that states place umbrella clause language into a BIT without intending the language to be doing any work at all, except to express a general expectation that each state will comply with its preexisting international law and other legal obligations. From that perspective, the BIT should not work to confer jurisdiction on the tribunal to resolve breach of contract claims. This latter view is arguably inconsistent with canons of treaty interpretation, including using a treaty’s “plain meaning” to prevent provisions from being construed as mere surplusage, but it remains a plausible explanation of state drafting behavior.

Notwithstanding this latter possibility and the restrictive stance of some tribunals, we think that BITs should be interpreted to confer jurisdiction on investment treaty tribunals to hear the contract claims. This default rule places a thumb on the scale in favor of the law market for foreign investment law because it fosters state efforts to provide broader investor protections, while also fostering the state’s ability to fine-tune its obligations through investment contract provisions. Because the interpretive approach would function as a default rule, states not intending to confer such jurisdiction can avoid elevating contract claims by expressly controlling jurisdiction in their BITs. This interpretive rule would operate to construe the umbrella clause in favor of the investor and against the state, which makes sense given that the state authors both the BIT and the investment contract, and is therefore in the best position to reconcile the two. Importantly, this broader BIT interpretation might force a political conversation involving the legislature at the point in time that the BIT is ratified. If so, interest groups opposed to this ceding of sovereignty...
eign authority will have the opportunity to pressure the state to narrow or eliminate the BIT umbrella clause.

Regardless of the outcome, our proposed rule of interpretation would encourage competing interest group participation in the determination of whether the state should further cede its authority to external tribunals in order to attempt to attract more foreign investment. When tribunals read the umbrella clauses narrowly, these questions are avoided, and it becomes more difficult for states to use BITs to make strong commitments in favor of investor protections.

Note also that if the umbrella clause expands investor rights, then it must be the case that the BIT includes both an umbrella clause and a strong dispute resolution provision (or, at least stronger than whatever else might be provided to the investors). If the dispute resolution provision is strong (strong enough so that the investor seeks to rely on it), then the state has signaled a willingness to undertake a strong precommitment to the protection of investor rights. It therefore seems reasonable to interpret the umbrella provision broadly, in the manner most consistent with this strong precommitment.

2. **Contracts Can Trump Umbrella Clause**

Although we advocate interpreting umbrella clauses to include breach of contract claims unless clearly excluded, we also think states should retain the ability to minimize or particularize umbrella clause protections in individual investment contracts. Put differently, states might wish to further calibrate investment incentives by either limiting or expanding the jurisdiction of investment treaty tribunals to resolve contract claims, and by altering the choice of law (national or international law) used to resolve those claims. Broad tribunal interpretations may surprise states and impede state sovereign authority, and not all investors will require such drastic measures as a precondition for investing. Individually negotiated investment contracts can act as a valuable corrective mechanism for fine-tuning investment incentives in light of the specific circumstances of an investment at a unique moment in time.

The challenge for a state is to use investment contracts to fine-tune, while constraining the Executive from making poor contract decisions. Recall that executive decision making is less likely to internalize noninvestment interests than legislative determination; however, dualist states can mitigate that limitation by empowering the legislature to place limits on permissible investment contract terms. Under our proposed interpretation of umbrella clauses, BITs containing umbrella clauses will be interpreted to elevate contract claims. Given this powerful investor right, in most cases the Executive would consider providing investors with lesser protections in the contract than they receive in the BIT. Executives might be insufficiently motivated to insist on such protections, but presumably when they do, the concern that the Executive will fail to consider noninvestment interests is inapt because those interests will be reflect-
ed in the contract. In any event, legislative devices could encourage better executive decisions. For example, a legislature could encourage more careful deliberations by insisting that the Executive provide written justifications for its dispute resolution clauses. The legislature might also prohibit the Executive from expanding tribunal jurisdiction by contract if such expansion would be deemed excessive.

Investors can hardly complain that they were unfairly surprised by the fact that their umbrella clause protections were minimized, because those protections would be available except when an investment contract clearly takes them away. If the contract takes them away, then investors are given notice about the narrowed scope of conferred rights. Moreover, if an investor enters into a contract with the state, then it must derive some benefit in the contract that would not otherwise be provided by governing law, including the relevant BIT, and the contract must provide benefits sufficiently large enough to induce the investor to cede its umbrella clause protections. Finally, any investor who feels disgruntled by a strong-armed denial of umbrella clause protections could make its contract public, which could serve to undermine any reputational benefit that the state enjoyed from incorporating umbrella clauses into the relevant BIT in the first place.

Note also that providing the state with the authority to contract around umbrella clause protections would enable the state to fix, or at least mitigate, potential treaty interpretation problems. If umbrella clauses were interpreted to confer jurisdiction on the tribunal to resolve breach of contract disputes, states might experience difficulty amending BITs drafted before such a treaty interpretation rule was put in place. Even though such an interpretation could threaten to commit a state to more than it originally intended, the state could limit the reach of the interpretation rule by narrowing its contractual commitments, where possible.

Despite the appeal of this solution from a functional perspective, it might seem heretical to international law scholars. First, for those who think about hierarchies of law in a formalist manner, surely treaties are superior to contracts, and that fact implies that a contract should never work to shrink a state’s treaty obligations. Furthermore, some scholars focus on the fact that states only are parties to BITs, with investors at best serving as third-party beneficiaries. By so casting the investor, at
least one scholar has concluded that investors cannot \textit{ex ante} abrogate the rights bargained by the home state.\footnote{177} In the words of one author, “it would be paradoxical for a host state to require that investors waive the dispute settlement protections of the very treaty that their home state negotiated for their protection.”\footnote{178}

Finally, as a formal matter, BITs impose reciprocal obligations on the signatory states. The states might in fact occupy very different positions, with a “host” state primarily seeking to attract investment and a “home” state primarily seeking to provide positive investment opportunities for its businesses. Nevertheless, BIT language obligates both states to provide investors from the other nation with the same rights, and sometimes the economic trajectories of the two states results in a turning of the tables, where the home state later finds itself to be a host state obliged to comply with the very limits it insisted on when the treaty was drafted.\footnote{179} If the umbrella clause is viewed as a provision binding both states to the treaty, then enabling a state to unilaterally water down its obligations through contract seems problematically nonmutual.

One way to confer discretion on the state to contract around umbrella clause protections while addressing these concerns is to enable the states to insert express reservations in the BIT related to the umbrella clause. The reservation could provide that one (or both) of the states to the treaty reserves a right to modify investors’ rights regarding breach of contract claims in investment contracts.\footnote{180} Excessive reliance on the reservation could become a diplomatic issue, but it should not rise to the level of an \textit{ultra vires} treaty violation.

Such reservations could actually promote a race to the top for states. Contractual flexibility can benefit both states and investors. First, contractual flexibility makes it easier for a tribunal to conclude that it has jurisdiction over contract claims by virtue of the umbrella clause, because states can mitigate the potential costs of such a conclusion. Second, contractual flexibility promotes certainty regarding the parties’ rights and responsibilities, which can enable better planning and significantly reduce dispute resolution costs. And, given that the state is made up of domestic interest groups, some of whom might stand to lose from an unduly expansive view of investor rights, enhanced contract flexibility enables the state to adopt a better balance of interests. Overall, a more fine-tuned experimentation makes it easier for states to observe the set of

\footnote{177} Id.
\footnote{178} Bjorklund, \textit{Private Rights}, supra note 71, at 268.
\footnote{180} In theory, other reservations could operate to provide states with further desirable flexibility to fine-tune their obligations. For example, it might also make sense to use similar reservations for the fair and equitable treatment provisions of BITs. We leave consideration of such options for another day.
provisions that work best, given its competing needs. In the end, state responses to perceived excesses are more likely to remain within the investment treaty framework, with the result that international trade and investment could be more effectively preserved.181

Under our proposed approach, then, states’ umbrella clauses can take one of three forms: (1) a simple umbrella clause, which has the effect of conferring jurisdiction on the investment treaty tribunal to resolve contract disputes; (2) umbrella clauses that clearly articulate that no such jurisdiction is to be conferred; and (3) umbrella clauses that confer jurisdiction but with the caveat that the jurisdiction can be limited, eliminated, or expanded in investment contracts.

3. Other Contractual Mechanisms

Recently states have expressed dissatisfaction with ICSID arbitration as being unfairly one-sided and as expanding states’ treaty obligations beyond what they contemplated, thus unreasonably hampering states’ abilities to respond to domestic needs.182 While the one-sided nature of arbitration outcomes is not substantiated in empirical studies,183 states nevertheless express concern, and a few have signaled a movement away from ICSID arbitration, particular BIT provisions, or both.184

Note that investment contract provisions could be used in many ways to mitigate the perceived cost of the treaties, as used and interpreted, without actually conflicting with BIT obligations. Our analysis suggests that states should actively consider such fine-tuning devices. We consider just one possibility here: a contract provision that adopts a one-way fee shifting rule. Attorney, arbitrator, and expert fees and other costs represent a substantial portion of the average investment arbitration award—in some instances, an average of sixty percent of the average award; meanwhile, small states complain that the threat of arbitration

181. Another issue facing tribunals is the question of whether a forum-selection clause in an investment contract works to limit or expand the venues where a breach of contract dispute can be heard. This issue arises after tribunals have determined that the BIT umbrella clause covers at least some breach of contract claims. See, e.g., SGS Société Générale de Surveillance S.A. v. Republic of the Philippines, ICSID No. ARB/02/6, Decision of the Tribunal on Objections to Jurisdiction, ¶¶ 149–55 (Jan. 29, 2004), http://www.italaw.com/sites/default/files/case-documents/ita0182.pdf. If the clause works to limit jurisdiction, it is read to have the effect of opting out of the umbrella clause for this particular investment. If it works to expand jurisdiction, then the investor can choose either the forum designated in the BIT or the forum designated in the contract for resolution of its breach of contract claim. Of course, contractual clauses can clearly state that the designated jurisdiction is exclusive or permissive, but what should happen when the contract is silent? We save a full analysis of that question for another day. Preliminarily, however, we think that the forum-selection clause should be interpreted as permissive. The BIT umbrella clause signals that the state is offering strong protections, and, although contractual narrowing is possible, such contracting should be explicit. This interpretation furthers sound law market functioning.

182. Franck, Myths & Realities, supra note 18.

183. Id.; see also Franck, Empirically Evaluating Claims, supra note 30, at 55.

184. See supra notes 18–19, 152–543 and accompanying text. That said, many nations continue to sign strong BITs. UNCTAD, WIR 2013, supra note 39, at xix–xx; UNCTAD, WIR 2012, supra note 43, at 84–86. But see supra note 29 (indicating that Canada ratified the ICSID Convention in late 2013).
alone creates problems for them. A state experiencing these difficulties could attempt to renegotiate BIT substantive provisions, dispute resolution provisions, or both, to address the problem. Often such renegotiations are not possible, and in any event, they might prove to be more drastic steps than are necessary to mitigate the state’s cost concerns.

An alternative solution could be investment contract provisions that provide that if the investor loses, then it must pay the state’s legal fees, but if the state loses, the investor must still pay its own costs. This solution could mitigate the costs of unmeritorious lawsuits, thereby removing investors’ ability to influence domestic policies with litigation threats, while at the same time still holding states to their foreign investment commitments. Moreover, this solution does not require one to buy into a regime where contracts can reduce BIT obligations, because it does not appear that any currently existing BIT treaty provisions would prevent a one-way fee shifting clause. Such a contract provision might not provide a workable solution for all states or all investors, but the point here is that the contracts can serve an underappreciated fine-tuning role.

Some states find themselves in need of resurrecting their reputations as a result of poor past investor treatment, and these states might wish to provide even greater investor protection in their contracts than what is provided in its prior BITs. Here, too, contractual language can be used to enhance investor protections. As mentioned earlier, in appropriate circumstances, legislatures in dualist governments might wish to pass legislation constraining contractual provisions. Overall, however, the contracts can play an important supporting role with BITs, even without BIT reservation clauses.

Finally, if investment contracts can narrow rights provided in a BIT, with or without a reservation clause, then the contractual solution can become a method for disgruntled states to experiment with narrowing BIT provisions before attempting broad-scale treaty renegotiations. After all, BIT modifications can have potentially large or unintended consequences that could have the effect of chilling them despite complaint. Overly specific definitions or overly broad tribunal constraints could create absurd results or unduly hamper an arbitral tribunal’s ability to render flexible and/or equitable decisions, and some restrictive moves could negatively affect foreign investments. Experimentation with narrowing investor rights and/or tribunal discretion through contract thus offers a unique opportunity to create feedback mechanisms that offer valuable information to both investors and states.

States might wish to experiment with a variety of contractual provisions. For states concerned that BITs unduly limit their regulatory authority, contracts could make clear that the state retains discretion over

\[185\] Franck, Myths and Realities, supra note 18.

\[186\] Bjorklund argues that investors cannot abrogate their BIT rights regarding consents to jurisdiction, but concludes that investors are free to change the procedural devices that might apply to dispute resolution. Bjorklund, Mandatory Rules, supra note 80, at 189.
particular matters, such as environmental protection or tax policy. States might want to limit the forum where investors can bring contractual disputes. On a smaller scale, states worried about significant damages awards could mandate that arbitrators engage in a limited form of damage calculations or exclude the possibility that investors make claims for moral damages. Meanwhile, those concerned about the costs of arbitration could introduce mediation as a prerequisite to the investor filing a demand for arbitration.

4. Most Favored Nation Provisions—Preliminary Thoughts

Recently, investment treaty tribunals have addressed the appropriate scope of MFN clauses, which are commonly found in BITs. In the investment treaty context, MFNs help an active competitor to precommit to offering state-of-the-art investor protections. MFNs can also help passive competitors who provide minimal necessary protections, because a later determination that a protection is necessary to protect foreign investment will apply backward to fix holes in prior BITs.

That said, however, in the BIT context, MFNs have potentially broad-sweeping implications for a state’s ability to fine-tune investment incentives. Presumably the terms in a BIT have much to do with the benefits the signatory states believe that they can garner from foreign investment, and that potential benefit can vary depending on the magnitude and types of investment that might come from the counterparty state. In addition, states’ need to bolster their reputations for protecting investments can vary over time. For these and other reasons, a state might well wish to meaningfully vary the investment rights and dispute resolution options in different treaties. MFN provisions can substantially hinder this differentiation. In fact, they could work to significantly limit the rights granted in an individual BIT.

MFN clauses position states as active competitors because they represent a commitment to likely future expansion of investor rights. But for passive competitors, who do not want to lose foreign investment opportunities but also wish to minimize ceding more investor rights than absolutely necessary, MFNs can prove problematic. MFN’s operate to create substantive rights in previously negotiated BITs, and if those rights were not considered necessary to that BIT when originally negotiated, conferring them ex post might force the state to incur unnecessary sovereignty costs.

In addition, MFNs can work to expand rights in wholly unanticipated ways. In particular, tribunals have recently struggled with the question of whether the MFN can also work to expand the BIT dispute resolution clauses. Whereas the rights tend to be vague and often signal

187. Schill, Multilateralization, supra note 100, does not focus on this distinction when he argues for broad use of MFN clauses on the grounds that they further the purposes of the BITs by extending rights to investors as broadly as possible. Surely the states who sign BITs often face significant tradeoffs, which the pro-competition stance ignores.
more general commitments, tribunals constituted *ex post* must adjudicate claims to give a particularized meaning to investment commitments. Given the outsourcing of the interpretive function, the choice of venue for dispute resolution can be a critically important determinant of the shape of the state’s commitments. In other words, without knowing in advance what specific content will be given to the general rights provisions, the state’s legal fate often turns on the choice of venue for dispute resolution. When that choice, provided in one BIT, is expanded to others, it can have across-the-board repercussions for the state that are impossible to fully forecast. Although it is not clear that one dispute resolution forum (let alone differences among arbitration forums) is systematically more or less biased than another, states might nevertheless find this potential lack of control troublesome.

The risk of unintended expansion of investor rights over time fuels the current dissatisfaction of some states with their BIT regimes. In addition to withdrawing from the ICSID Convention, some states have announced an unwillingness to sign new BITs. South Africa has indicated its refusal to sign new BITs and has let prior BITs expire or otherwise given notice to terminate its BITs. The Czech Republic has explored canceling its BIT with the United States, and Ecuador and Venezuela have provided notice that they also are cancelling their BITs. Rather than walking away from BITs or ICSID arbitration, unhappy states could think about narrowing their substantive rights provisions. For those states, the MFN clause might well be a good place to start.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

Larry Ribstein’s scholarship contains multiple insights, and we attempt to honor his memory here by extending his work on jurisdictional

---


competition to the market for the law of foreign investment. Not only is foreign investment law driven by state efforts to attract foreign assets—fueling the supply side of the law market—but these laws enhance asset mobility more generally, which works to motivate states to provide attractive commercial laws more generally.

Instead of casting jurisdictional competition as a normative good (justifying expansive investor rights) or as a normative bad (justifying state retreat from its investment commitments), we adopt Larry’s more positive stance toward jurisdictional competition. Specifically, jurisdictional competition for international investment simply is; the competition exists because exit-affected interest groups within a state recognize that they will benefit if the state successfully attracts assets, business activities, know-how, and revenues from abroad. Jurisdictional competition for foreign investment stokes controversy, however, because competing groups’ interests are hindered when the state cedes its sovereign authority in an attempt to attract the investments. There is no objective way to know the \textit{ex ante} optimal balance between these competing interests for all situations, but presumably the foreign investment law decisions of individual states can be enhanced if those decisions are housed within the state to encourage the broadest possible interest group participation. In addition, enhanced interest group participation can help bolster the legitimacy of the states’ decisions.

In this Article, we focused on the fact that states make commitments to investors in both BITs and investment contracts, and the two devices carry differing strengths and limitations. BITs are vaguely-worded, publicly accessible documents providing investment rights to all investors from another nation, and in dualist countries both legislatures and executives play a role in BIT ratification. Investment contracts are privately negotiated agreements that the state, through its Executive, enters into with individual investors. Relative to BITs, investment contracts can be more specifically worded, and they can more effectively be used to fine-tune investment incentives. On the other hand, the contracts are subject to investor capture and even the possibility of corruption, and they likely are less effective as reputation-enhancing devices.

We argue that investment commitments should use the strengths of both of these documents while mitigating their limitations. General commitments can be stated in BITs, with more fine-tuned commitments provided in investment contracts. To facilitate the market for investment law, while encouraging competing interest group participation and clearer BIT statements, we advocate that BIT umbrella clauses be interpreted to elevate contract disputes to treaty disputes, giving the treaty tribunal jurisdiction over them, unless the BIT provides otherwise.

In addition, we argue that international investment law principles incorporate the notion that investment contracts can narrow a state’s BIT obligations, at least for purposes of resolving investor-state disputes. By empowering the state’s ability to fine-tune investment incentives in
contracts, the state can more effectively economize on sovereignty costs while still encouraging international investment. This latter principle could be Pareto-improving because investors who find their rights narrowed in the contract presumably get some offsetting benefit from entering the contract in the first place. In dualist countries, the legislature can impose procedural or substantive limitations on executive contract negotiations in order to either make public the contracts and/or to limit executive authority to interfere with important competing domestic interests. We also argue that, more generally, states should consider using investment contract terms to help mitigate the perceived costs of BITs, rather than rejecting BITs or ICSID arbitration altogether.

Finally, we raise the question of whether MFNs serve the interests of states that do not wish to be active competitors in the investment law market. The ubiquity of MFN and other strong BIT provisions could be evidence that states are active competitors regardless of the marginal costs to state sovereignty. Where domestic interests are strong enough to focus a state on economizing on the sovereignty costs of attracting investment, however, MFNs can prove counterproductive to both the state’s interests and their willingness to experiment with broader investor protections in the future.